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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010423 2.2m Grond auto guiding camera failed IKA: Checking the process list there is nothing strange. Please, with next 
occurrence right following command at LCU prompt: i, checkStack, memShow, 
and send logs to me. Also it is very important that you give exact UT time, to 
compare log files. 
 

010420 Harps Alarm Display status Assigned to SW 
010406 AR System Remove obsolete emails addresses for LPRS Assigned to DHA 
010405 AR System Old instrument keywords should be removed in 

3.6m 
Assigned to DHA 

010404 2.2m Mode BOTH in TCS produces problems in LS 
Statistics 

Assigned to SW 

010403 AR System lsnlNRstat   script limits year for Statistics 
retrieval to <= 2010 !!! 

Assigned to DHA 

010394 Feros Neutral Density filter introducing fringes? Waiting for ISA replay to close. 
010393 NTT During the OB preset the communication was 

lost 
Solved by start up. Monitoring 

010391 Network NFS mounted volume from LCUs shows 
intermitent failing status 
 

Network checked by AWR. Nothing found. Monitoring. 

010370 HARPS Polarimeter get stuck (Slide function) PSI: Waiting for news from N. Piskunov about the spares to plan the repair. 
 

010367 NTT Fallback Init mode activated for unknown 
reasons in Mask/Slit wheel 

PSI: please log here any new occurrences of this problem (with this function or 
other ones). 
 

010363 2p2 The wfwacu Work station located in the Feros 
room is not working. 

Gvaldes: Feros Temperature and Humidity Monitor is back.  Ismo 
will also look in in the signal redundancy and probable ws 
decommissioning. 
IKA: Info from J. Pritcher says that wfwacu was kept as a possible 
bacj up during FEROS implementation at the 2.2m Only left issue is 
the temperatures monitoring which are not the same in Feros and 
wfwacu. 
JFL: There are sensors connected to l2p2env that go to FEROS. 

010345 2.2m No Zero Point data plotted by autrep Assigned to F. Selman to verify. 
010342 EFOSC EFOSC2 pipeline not producing Zero Points sgaete 

DFS10300 created for further investigation as no error was found. 
ticket closed 

010341 FEROS red/blue flux of FF lamps is out of balance Psinclai: waiting for a WFI run period to perform the alignment since 
currently only FEROS is in use. 

010322 FEROS Feros cannot take exposures with the ADCA IN PSI: For some unknown reason, the limit switch that defines the "park" position 
for the scsm mirror has changed position. This switch is used by the hardware to 
prevent collisions with the ADC unit, thus the hardware will not move the ADC 
if the "park" position is not active on the scsm function. However, the original 
park position was defined at 2000 enc, and now the park limit switch is 
activated at <=1000 enc. We don't know why this has changed, but until we 
have a chance to examine the mechanics (dismounting WFI and Feros adapter) 
we have changed the "park" position to 1000 enc in the Feros configuration file 
femcfgICS.cfg 
We will monitor this until we can do the inspection. 
Kept Open until inspected 

010320 2.2m TCS panels frozen PSI:As planned, on Nov. 24 the VME CPU was replaced with a spare in order to 
see if this problem reappears (same as LPRS010313). We should keep this 
LPRS open in monitoring for a few weeks to see if this action made any 
difference. 
JFL: Please keep monitoring until Feb 28 2011 when it can be closed if it does 

not occur again. 
010311 SOFI Missing program ID in the headers of SofI 

calibration frames 
VIV: Today the script reported that there is a file with incomplete header 
keywords. It is: 
SOFI.2011-05-18T05:22:29.941.fits 
Luckily, I was observing with Sofi last night. :) So, I am re-opening the ticket. 
A detailed explanation from Valentin of the origin of the problem can be found 
in this LPR: BoB crash due to running of two BoBs simultaneously on the SofI 
workstation 

 
010307 SOFI SOFI noise problem Electronic noise appears at random positions on the SOFI detector. (rotator = -



155 degrees) 
This noise affects 2 quadrants and it doesn't seem to depend on the position of 
the rotator. 
Left open to get an idea of its recurrence 

010237 Other Two comunnications Phones are in bad state Reopen. Phone 4541 last three days after repair. 
 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Weeks   
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010434 SOFI The template SOFI_spec_obs_GenericSpectro sends 
wrong offsets to the TSC 

JUR, IKA: Many tests suggested to VIV 
VIV:  No time to test due to bad weather. 

010433 Oher La Silla Remedy Nightlog Jurrutia: Please provide a comprehensive description 
of the problem; I did not understand a word, sorry. 
Flabrana: When you observe a standard star which OB 
was created by the "Standard Star Observation 
Preparation" panel. Later this OB cannot be logged 
into the NightLog, the system doesn't find it. 

 
 La Silla Problems Report: On Hold   
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010402 Feros E2p2RTD can't show images JUR: On 03.31 at 21:44 UT there was an interrupted system call 
in 2p2 ws and from there on everything was a little messy: 
communication problems, dead processes, db errors.  I wonder 
how the operator managed to observe  until 5UT.  The next 
occurrence reported by IKA does not mention a date or time of 
occurrence, so I'm assigning this back and on hold.  If the error 
happens again, please assign this ticket to sw. 

010367 SOFI Fallback Init mode activated for unknown reasons in 
Mask/Slit wheel 

Psinclai: please log here any new occurrences of this 
problem (with this function or other ones). 
Jurrutia: On hold 

010261 WFI WFI Filter error doesn't  abort DOME FLAT OB Ikastine: Checking code the population of error state 
between icsws and wf0 1) is not working or 2) does not 
exist. It is not clear from code what is the case. 
Strange thing at icsws code is that in both cases we 
have move of filter successful or not the error stack is 
send back to wf0. Because of this for me it possible the 
reply is ignored at wf0 level. However, checking the 
code it does not seem to be the case. Debugging of 
the code shall be needed. 
Jfluxa: On hold 

010208 HARPS Encoder positions of HARPS retarded plate Ikastine: On hold until Alex has time to tackle this 
again, currently secondary guiding project has more 
priority. 
 

010206 SOFI SofI's module somtooLog has problems with FastPhot 
mode science times 

Vivanov: This ticket is put on hold until my next La Silla 
shift (possibly in July) when I can test/diagnose the 
module's problem. 

 
 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Responsible Deadline 

NTT  04/05/11  
01530: Standard filter set defined for 
Hale-Bopp (standard for comet 
observation)  

To re-measure in the optical lab the hereafter filters, 
so to produce a new set of transmission curves. The 
filters are:  
800 CN  
801 C3  
802 BCont  
803 C2  
804 NH2  
805 RCont 

An 
adequate 
date will be 
found to 
send the 
filter to 
Paranal 
(AGO) 

Optics  ASAP  

General  16/04/11  
01529: Tool to check correct times of 
SPARCS  

IKA will do it  
New  Software  General  

NTT  22/03/11  
01528: An alarm panel that monitors 
SOFI instrument status  

IKA will do it.  
Assigned  Software 

(Paranal)  
NTT  

2.2m  LSTAR Not 
created yet! 

The machine used as pipeline for 
FEROS and WFI is extremely slow.  

The real problem is that the processes that are 
running in the OFF machine should not be running 
there. The pipeline machine should be the one 
hosting them.  
A solution proposed by MPA is to move the WFI 
process to the pipeline machine that is sufficiently 
powerful for the purpose. This has to be done by 
DHA and F.Selman agreement. Note that the change 
of the OFF machine is not an easy task because 
requires the preparation of a new machine and the 
software associate.  

New  DHA/ Science  ASAP  



HARPS 26.1.11 01526 The installation of a tip-tilt 
table, requires the implementation of 
a dedicated software. 
 

To definitely install the tip-tilt table software as 
part of the 3.6m control system. Could be done 
during M1 aluminization but it must be 
coordinated. 
 

New Software Not 
assigned 

General 11/1/11 01525 Relocate Dome Status file 
“dome.last” to a more reliable machine 

PSI and GVA are discussing and advance in this TAP
Assigned Software 01/04/11 

General  9/01/11  
Installation of cable channel and 
power for safety cameras system  

Work advancing. AWR sent the following e-mail in 
relation with this work:  
I will be in La Silla for a Full turno April 13-20. During 
this turno I will need some additional Support to 
install Electrical and Cable connections to:  
- TRS  
- Warehouse  
- SEST  
- 3p6 (possible).  
I therefore request that someone from 
Maintenance/Electrical is available for this period.  

AWR 
installed 
several 
cameras in 
the site and 
are 
operational
. Still to be 
installed 
the ones of 
the 3.6m 
and the 
SEST area.  

IT  01/04/11  

NTT 4/14/09 Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used 
at 3.6m 

The filter wheel arrived. The installation will follow 
after discussion with Alain Gilliotte who asked for this 
new wheel.  
 

Assigned
. Pending 

Mechanics 
(Paranal) 

8/30/09 

General 9/13/09 The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding 
hardware potential failure. 

Not before middle of next year. (IKA)  
 Assigned

. Pending 
Software/IT 
(Paranal) 

31/08/10 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE Number Telescope 
- General Description Status 

LSO-CRE-
70400-0004 

NTT Improving NTT Fiber twister 
 

A. Pizarro and A. Macchino installed a monomode fibre across the twister to 
allow peer to peer communication for the time been. A PR for a 20m length 
fibre is proceeding which will be installed between the pilar and the focus B.   

B. The fibre was installed and the final connection between NOB computer room 
and NOB Control Room was done with UTP cable. In this configuration a 
speed of  25 KB/s was obtained and Ultracam PI was satisfied. 

 
 

 
 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

   

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Policlinic - Dog was taken to La Serena to investigate a cyst on her back. The dog got surgery and it its recovering 
- Dogs in Pelicano need anti-rabid vaccine but it must be applied by a veterinary. A professional will be 

requested to proceed with vaccine. 
- Medicaments: Stock is now completed. 

Safety No participation of Safety Engineer from Paranal  
- A couple of hardware stuff fall from Entel antennas. JDU will contact Entel to inform 
 

Maximo Connection with Maximo is extremely low. The register a maintenance task take 30 to 40 min. BAH will contact Paranal 
about. 

Logistic Problem with Genesis was solved 

Documentation The machine and SW to keep La Silla documentation is obsolete and a plan to replace them is proceeding. It is still not 
decided where the server will be located (ESO HQ or Santiago) 

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 16.05.2011-23.05.2011  
Prepared by: TMES-DNOS 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

18.05 BAH, GAG Dismounting EFOSC and mounting ULTRACAM  
22.5 AMA/FLA The lamp control box was installed near EFOSC to be ready for Michael Sterzik 

experiment 
 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 



17.05.2011 IKA The template SOFI_spec_obs_GenericSpectro sends wrong offsets to the TSC. 

The template SOFI_spec_obs_GenericSpectro sends wrong offsets to the 
Autoguider. The template fails with an error message from Bob, saying that a 
timeout fro AG response of 40000 ms has been failed. The AG log (which can not 
be saved), said that the commanded offsets are off limits. This happened even if 
the guiding parameter in the template was set to "N" for "No guiding". The only way 
it could work is if the AG is not started, then the template asks to start it, we 
acknowledge with OK in the PopUp window, But then it failed at the next image, 
when the template checks for the AG again. 

This is urgent to fix because the template has no adequate replacement, and is 
currently doesn't work. We discovered this during a technical night, so no there is 
no time loss. 

010434 

 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16-19.5 AMA Fiber Optic to UTP cable from Computer Room (Ex VAX) to NOB Control  Room. 
Cable was set as temporal installation. A lot of tests were implemented to measure 
the speed. We have an increase factor of 2, that means from 11.43 Mb/s to 25.2 
Mb/s. Astronomer was happy with this gain but we can increase it by using FO in his 
last piece in the near future. 

 

16-23.05 GSM, GAG Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
17.05.2011 JUR La Silla Remedy Nightlog. Standards stars are coming from Catalog (Standards 

Stars Observations Preparation) doesn't recognized the Remedy System. 
010433 

17.5 AMA BAH 
GAG 

The ULTRACAM Instrument was installed and at the same time it was installed the 
Special Flange and the Calibration Lamps at EFOSC Side for Michael Sterzik 
Experiment. 

 

 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16-23.05 GSM Daily control of  telemetry             M 

12.05 AGO, PSI Entered Enclosure to perform measurements of fibre length under request of F. 
Pepe. Data has been sent to requester. 

 

12.05 BAH, FVA, 
AGO, PSI 

Participated in shutting down necessary equipment to allow powering off circuit C2 
of HARPS room in order to replace the Residual Current switches.  

L010421 

 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16-23.05 GSM, GAG, 
FVA 

Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

18-19.05 FVA, VLO Maintenance of dome slit rings                  M 

2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16-23.05 GSM Daily control of  telemetry M 
2.2M GROND 2.2M 

Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

19-23.5 AMA/JFL Background job. Testing the 220 Remote Control  

19-23 JFL Programming ADAM6060 module for future use in remote control of Auxiliary 
Functions.  

 

16-23.05 GAG, GSM, Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 



FVA 

 
1.54M Danish 1.54M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.5 AMA The REM PLC work fine after intervention of A. Gonzalez when he reloads the 
PLC Program. 

 

19.05 GSM, BAH Change of LN2 Dewar’s   

12.05 AGO, PSI Under request from REM Team, the REMVPN PC has been installed in place of 
the old REMOS PC that failed. The external HD was left connected to the USB. PC 
needs to be tested by REM Team for compatibility with current configuration. 

 

Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

21-22.5 AMA/JFL The monthly pumping of the QUEST Camera was made.  
16-23.05 BAH, GAG Inspect daily of operation dome, hydraulic plant and compressors  M 

    
 
Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

14.05-18.05 PSI Visit to Paranal to participate in presentation of improvements in the NTCCD 
hardware which are expected to reduce readout noise on the noisy systems.  

 

14.05-17.05 PSI Worked together with C. Lucuix and P. Lilley on XSHOOTER NTCCD in order to 
trace down the influence of the peltier control on the noise levels of the images. 
Once the correlation was established, a simple ferrite filtering on the peltier lines 
permitted a drop down of the noise levels to around 6 e-  (from more than 10 e- 
before). This final solution, plus the reorganization of the groundings inside the 
ARC controllers by P. Lilley has provided a stable solution for the NTCCDs. The 
new version of ARC controllers will be provided by Garching from now on, and will 
also upgrade the old ones on demand by the observatories.  

 

18.05 PSI ARC controller #93, with the latest version of grounding and filtering has been 
shipped to La Silla. I will test it in the 3.6m in order to increase the guiding camera 
sensitivity (by reducing the noise floor). Once this is verified we will start a 
systematic upgrade of all ARC controllers by sending them back to Garching while 
they send new ones to La Silla. 

 

 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

17.05 FVA, GAG Maintenance electric board heating plant M 
17.05 FVA Revision of electric consumptions in room computers NOB  LPRS 010430 
17.05 FVA Reinstatement of tubes fluorescents cooks hotel  
18.05 ERI, SAV Painting of Logistical office  

19-20.05 ERI, SAV Works of painting building Pelicano  
19.05 FVA, VLO Change of hoses to the heater of the generating group at power house  

 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16.05 GSM Maintenance two VHF radius  
       19.05 GSM Change Call system at power house (it alarms of power cut)  
 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

16-23.05 FVA GAG, 
GSM 

4 WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

     16-17.05 FVA Maintenance Demag electric Rope hoist, (entrance to aluminisation plant)  
17.05 GSM, AMA Wired of UTP, building NOB (ULTRACAM)  
17.05 GSM Refilling LN2 Dewar (240 Lts.) tel. Swiss    

21.05 FLA JFL Introduction to VA Evelyne Alecian  



16.05-17.05 PSI Helped NHA to prepare VIMOS CCD for UV flooding using the La Silla lent UV 
lamp. 

 

17.05 PSI Worked together with NHA and PMA in the diagnostics of ISAAC’s SW detector 
(Hawaii) failure. From the images, and the strong warming of the detector when 
operated, it seems that the detector suffered a short circuit inside. A warm up and 
replacement of the detector is scheduled for the coming weeks, after the 
replacement detector is delivered by G. Finger. In the mean time, only the Aladdin 
(LW) detector will be available to users. 

 

16.05-18.05 PSI I got in my Ubuntu virtual machine the Python software developed by NHA for 
reducing CCD test data for characterization of the sensors and electronics. Very 
powerful and simple to use tools that will be now used in La Silla. 

 

16.05 PSI Together with NHA, the old WFI VIDBRD that developed a short in the -15V supply 
was stripped off its gain setting resistors and capacitors which were then installed 
in the spare VIDBRD board in order to use it for WFI. This board (#43) has been 
tested in the testbench here and today was shipped to La Silla for installation in 
WFI. It should arrive with next Tuesday trucks, addressed to JFL. After this board 
is installed, a WFI health check should bring its values very close to the originals 
(provided the original volttable.def file is also restored). 
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List of Acronyms 
AGO: Andrés González TMES 
ALE: Angélica León DNOS 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  ELC (Paranal) 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY (Paranal) 
DVE: Doralisa Vejar ECHAS 
EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
 

FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC (Paranal) 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC (Paranal) 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia ESENER 
GAG: Gregorio Aguilera SERVITODO 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GES: Gerardo Smith ESENER 
JAL: Javier Alarcón DNOS 
JCU: Javier Cuellar ESENER 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
JFI: José Figueroa MEC (Paranal) 
 
 
 

JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC (Paranal) 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF (Paranal) 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   ODT (Paranal) 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
LGA: Leonardo Gallegos DNOS 
LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MVA: Manuel Valle ECHAS 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY (Paranal) 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
 

PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PLS: Paul Le Saux DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
VAO: Oscar Varas TMES 

 


